SKA is the world's largest radio telescope soon to be built [1] , and will provide a powerful tool for human beings to probe the Universe with unprecedented details and to explore the frontiers of natural sciences [2] . SKA will generate the unparalleled big data flow exceeding anything that astronomers have ever obtained [3, 4] . Scientists and engineers across the world are making efforts to handle the data challenges brought by SKA. The SKA Phase 1 (SKA1), about 10% of the total scale, is expected to create data stream flowing into the science data processor at a data rate of 10 tera bit per second [5] , which is 100,000 times faster than the average broadband speed of home users. Compared with the SKA pathfinders, e.g., Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) [6] , the SKA1 data rate is 2-3 orders of magnitude higher [3] . In order to handle the SKA data flow, astronomers and computer scientists from the International Centre for Radio Astronomy Research (ICRAR, Australia), Shanghai Astronomical Observatory (SHAO, China) and Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL, USA) recently carried out an experiment on the Summit supercomputer (being able to achieve 200 peta flops [7] ) at the ORNL to simulate the data processing workflow of the SKA1 scale. This is the largest data flow created in the SKA community ever, moreover astronomy data has never been processed at this scale before.
The team first used a simulator OSKAR [8] version 2 to generate datasets of a typical SKA1 observation of 6 hours based on a predicted sky model of the Epoch of Reionization (EoR), and then streamed the data into an ingestion pipeline at a rate of 250 gigabytes per second. That resulted in a visibility data set with size of 2.6 petabyte. The ingested data then went through the imaging pipeline that is composed of a series of processing steps including data averaging, calibration and imaging. The imaging pipeline cost ~3 hours, after that, the pre-calibrated data of 110 terabyte in size were transferred to the Pawsey supercomputer in Perth (Western Australia) and China SKA Regional Centre prototype [9] in Shanghai (China) where the final line cubes were created and presented in a visualisation (see online Supplementary video).
The team spent three years on algorithm development, software component integration, code optimization, and verification experiments on some smaller-scale high performance computing (HPC) platforms as well. In October 2019, the workflow was successfully scaled up to run on a maximum of 4560 nodes using 27360 graphic processing units (GPUs). Generating such an enormous amount of visibility data (~2 petabyte) relied on the powerful computing power of the GPUs in the Summit system which is probably the only qualified supercomputer. This experiment, at its peak execution, occupied over 99% resource of the entire Summit supercomputer, making it one of the largest science applications ever run on the Summit system.
The success of the SKA-Summit experiment marks an important milestone in the SKA engineering project. For the first time ever, the SKA scale data is processed on a real supercomputer. This experiment illustrates the real data challenge of the SKA: only a single 6-h observation already utilizes almost the whole compute resource of the current fastest supercomputer. On the other hand, the success of the experiment demonstrates that the community has the ability to tackle the SKA data challenge. The team also successfully performed a live demonstration in the 6 th SKA Engineering Meeting in Shanghai on 2019 November 25, which greatly enhances the confidence of the community of handling the SKA science data processing [10] . This pilot experiment, based on the simulation of the SKA1 low-frequency array configuration, paves the way toward a full implementation of EoR simulation in future, helping astronomers to unveil the mystery of the cosmic evolution. In addition to the present EoR simulation, there are other experiments executed and/or planned to understand the SKA data challenges. The first SKA data challenge has been accomplished in early 2019, with the focus on source finding and classification. Next ones are being prepared to investigate the diverse requirements from different science goals such as HI intensity mapping, transient search, and others.
A lot of innovative designs and developments have been made in order for the workflow deployment to be expanded from tens of nodes to several thousands of nodes. Instead of using the ordinary parallel computing paradigm, an agile workflow management system, DALiuGE [11] , was designed by the team, and it significantly enhanced the scalability, robustness and flexibility in managing millions of workflow elements. The data-driven or data-triggering manner of DALiuGE substantially reduces the idle compute and storage resource, thus significantly increasing the use efficiency. DALiuGE can also be applied to other data-intensive scientific workflows, even for non-astronomy research. Another remarkable innovation is the parallel input/output (I/O) framework, ADIOS [12] , specially developed for the SKA. The traditional low-level data I/O infrastructures were found to not be able to efficiently manage the massive parallel data reading and writing of the SKA-scale data flow. A considerable amount of effort has been spent on integrating the high performance parallel I/O framework ADIOS into fundamental radio astronomy data processing software packages. The capacity of tera bit per second reading and writing enables ADIOS to be an attractive solution for I/O-bound workflows in the general compute fields.
The SKA-Summit experiment shows the importance of multidisciplinary cooperation between astronomy, computer science and others communities. The SKA science cannot be achieved without the joint efforts of talents from multiple fields.
